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What is “Intellectual Property?”

Intellectual property refers to creations of the mind, including these common forms:

u Inventions

u Trademarks

u Industrial Designs

u Trade Dress

u Copyrights

u Confidential Information



How Do We Protect IP?

u Inventions and industrial designs can be patented.

u Trademarks are protected by use, and federal and state registration laws give 
additional benefits.

u Copyrights exist at the time of creation and federal registration gives additional 
benefits.

u Trade secrets must be kept secret, and laws provide damages and penalties for 
unauthorized use and disclosure.



Trade Secrets

Any confidential business information that gives a competitive advantage.

u Protection continues until publicly disclosed.

u Use reasonable efforts to prevent disclosure:

u Lock it up.

u Only employees with a need to know.

u Only employees with a non-disclosure agreement.

u Trade secret policy and handbook.



Trade Secrets in Practice

u Mark secrets as confidential information.

u Consider whether to patent.

u Limit access to people with a need to know.

u Include non-disclosure provisions in employment agreements.

u Include work-made-for-hire provisions in the employment.

u Include non-competition and non-solicitation provisions in employment 
agreements.

u Analyze agreements with vendors, contractors, and clients.



Be On the Watch

u In one study, the company’s own computer network provided the means for 

more than half of the thefts or misuses.  Of those cases, half involved 

employees or contractors using company email accounts to send data off to 

personal email accounts, competitors, and foreign governments.  

(A Preliminary Model of Insider Theft of Intellectual Property

http://www.cert.org/archive/pdf/11tn013.pdf)

u Some researchers suggest that removable USB mass storage devices like 

thumb drives and external hard disks provide the means for most thefts and 

misuses today.



Table Discussion

1. Have you experienced or witnessed any examples of a company that 
uses a process to identify or capture company secrets?  Please describe 
the process (if it’s not a secret).

2. Have you experienced or witnessed any examples of misuse or 
disclosure of company secrets?  Were there any warning signs that could 
have alerted the company prior to the misuse or disclosure?

3. Are you familiar with a company that limits access to information based 
on the employee’s need to know?  Please describe the tools or methods 
the company used (if they are not secret).

4. Have you experienced or witnessed any examples of a company that has 
failed to recognize the value of information giving the company an 
advantage?  Were there any indications or warning signs of the value of 
the information?


